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Haus Malts Andrew Martahus runs the seed cleaner at Haus Malts. The machine is a series of filters for the grain.  

CLEVELAND, Ohio – On the east side of Cleveland, an industrial area of old brick buildings - manufacturing 
ghosts - line Carnegie Avenue. And it's in this stretch that a father and son, with sweat equity and Ohio pride, 
are starting the city's first malt house since Prohibition. 
Craig and Andrew Martahus, banking on the continued growth of the craft-brewing industry, have opened Haus 
Malts down the road from the Cleveland Clinic. More and more breweries are popping up throughout the state. 
Brewers want to stay local with their ingredients. As a crop, hops are seeing a resurgence in the Midwest, and 
now micro malt houses are slowly coming up as well. 
Inside, Haus Malts resembles more of a storage location than industrial plant. There are not a lot of mechanical 
pieces to the puzzle. But one thing that hits you right away is the smell: A slightly sweet, bready aroma wafts 
throughout the building. 
Soon – as in this week, they hope – the machines will be whirring and they will be fully operational. 
Getting started 
Owning and operating a malt house was not a long-range dream for either Martahus. 
Craig is an attorney for Thompson Hine who will be retiring at the end of the year. Son Andrew studied 
chemical engineering at Washington University in St. Louis and is a member of S.N.O.B., the Society of 
Northeast Ohio Brewers. 
It all started innocuously more than a year ago, with a trip to Asheville, North Carolina, a part of the country the 
family had been wanting to visit. While there they toured Riverbend Malt House. 
The epiphany came quick. Father to son: "Think we can do this?" 
The research took a little bit longer. 
Father and son rolled up their sleeves and went to work: They read. They scouted locations and rehabbed the 
building they found. They sand-blasted the underside of the high ceiling, they painted, they leveled a floor. 
They cleaned out nine Dumpsters worth of debris. They brought in specific machines. They took an intense 
course in Winnipeg, Canada. 
"As a chemical engineer," Andrew said, "it piqued my curiosity." 
One-ton sacks of grain line giant shelves in the space, which was occupied by Smith & Oby, a mechanical 
contractor, for decades until relocating several years ago. 
About 20 micro malt houses operate in the United States. Haus Malts is Ohio's only one certified by the state 
agricultural department, Andrew said. As of now, they can produce but not distribute until final approval is 
given, which is expected any day. 
"We want to develop an agricultural supply chain for barley," Andrew said. 
"We don't farm, but we enjoy the relationship with farmers." 



They also hope to enjoy a business arrangement with Cleveland-area breweries. The BottleHouse, Brick and 
Barrel, Great Lakes, Market Garden and Platform have all expressed interest in working with Haus Malts. 
"We chose this location to be close to the market," Craig said. "We could have been near farmers, but we 
wanted to be near our customers." 
Haus Malts is a small operation – just the two, plus a part-time bookkepper – "my wife," Craig said. 
A primer on malts 
"There used to be a lot of barley grown in the state," Craig said. "It all went away." 
Much like beer and breweries for a good portion of the 20th century, 99 percent of the malt market is controlled 
by large companies, he said. 
The key thing to know is this: One varietal of barley becomes different styles of malt. 
"If you're a small brewer," Craig said, "you're not buying by varietals; you're buying by style. ... What we want 
to bring to the market is that we're selling by varietal and style." 
Craig's analogy for the consumer's knowledge of malts is to red table wine in the '60s, where you knew you 
were drinking wine but didn't know the grapes. Selling by varietal and style, he maintains, will lead to more 
"nuances of taste." 
"We think it's going to be a terroir effect, to put it in wine terms," Craig said. 
To start, they are dealing with one barley varietal from one area to limit potential variables. There's less chance 
of dealing with fungus, say, or other issues. They are using barley from Maine, to start. 
There are two seasons for barley, winter and spring. Winter barley matures faster, and the time savings is 
important because it allows farmers more time for dealing with other crops, they said. 
How does a malt house work? 
Face it: Many beer drinkers know a little about the process of making beer. It takes four basic ingredients – 
water, grain, hops and yeast. Some delve into brewing. But how much does the average consumer know about 
malting? 
They are using "the raw grain – the majority is barley, it can be wheat, rye," Andrew said. Spelt, an ancient 
variety of wheat, is popular with the Amish in Ohio, they said. 
It takes 50 pounds of malt per barrel of beer. Much of the process centers around ensuring each and every 
kernel of grain winds up a uniformed size. 
Grain is sent to a seed cleaner in Luckey, Ohio, south of Toledo. The machine is basically a series of removable 
screens that act as filters. Rocks, metals and other debris are segregated out. Seed cleaning is repeated at the end 
of the process, too. 
At the malt house, one-ton grain bags are dumped into the germination room, which houses a Dumpster-like bin 
and must be kept about 60 degrees. The bin is filled with water; temperature control is key in this process, much 
like it is in brewing. 



It's all about providing a nurturing environment. The grain is steeped and soaked, with alternating rinses. 
Several days of germination follow. 
"The idea is to increase the moisture content so germination will occur vigorously and evenly," Andrew said. 
"Temperature control is so very important." 
Soon, Craig said, a cucumber-like smell will take over. 
"If it (germination) goes too far, you're using up too much sugar the yeast needs," Andrew said. 
In order to stop germination, you need to dry out the grains by heating in a kiln. 
This is not your ordinary hobbyist's kiln for pottery. This is an oven big enough to walk in, and it's where the 
father and son will become chefs of sorts. 
How much time grains spend in the cooker will determine their color, a key part of a beer's flavor profile. Want 
a pilsner? Watch the steep temperature increases. Need darker malts? Roast them a bit longer. 
A computer-controlled system helps the duo adjust temperature specifically at eight points. 
It makes one wonder, and be amazed by, how beer was made hundreds of years ago. 
"Our process is rooted in tradition and assisted by technology," Craig said. 
The roasted grains then go through a debearder machine – "a horizontal auger system with baffles," Craig said - 
and the seed cleaner to ensure uniformity. (Equivalent size is important, they said, because you want water to be 
absorbed evenly.) 
Next they are off to a bucket elevator, bagged, and shipped to a brewery, in 55-pound or one-ton bags. 
Truly local 
That agricultural supply chain Andrew mentioned is one that should be draped in the Ohio flag, because the 
Martahuses' business is simply extending the local-foods movement. 
It's a bit ironic, considering Craig is originally from Western Pennsylvania. But he's been here for more than 
three decades: "This is home," he said. 
The malt-house owners are opening their business to brewers, who pay attention to exactly what goes into their 
beer. 
"Brewers can have an involvement in the process that frankly they've never done," said Craig, who said they 
can check up on their investment and have a say in it. 
A tiny door in the kiln will allow for samples to be checked, and a brewer can say 'I need a darker malt' 
depending on what beer they are making. Finished malts can go from the Carnegie location into a brewhouse 
the next day, emphasizing freshness, he said. 
"The Ohio farmers have found us. And the brewers are very interested in an all-Ohio beer," Craig said. 
Karl Spiesman of Brick and Barrel in Cleveland is looking forward to working with Haus Malts. 



"It's super exciting," he said. "It's nice because it's something already processed for you to use." 
Spiesman, who said he envisions the malts from Haus Malts not as the base for his beers but rather as specialty 
malts, said he is looking forward to being a Guinea pig. 
"The nicest thing is, why not use a local brewery to test?" he said, agreeing with the Martahus' business 
approach. "The more and more us small guys can use them to compare and contrast those malts will help us 
tremendously." 
For their part, the father and son know they have a big job ahead. 
"I'm not retiring from something; I am retiring to something," Craig said. 
"We think the craft (beer) trend will continue. Miller, Bud, Coors use some grains – the rest is corn, rice and 
sugar," Craig said. "Craft is all grain." With about 150 breweries in the state, the market appears wide open. 
"If we can get a very small fraction of the Ohio market," Craig said, "we will be off and running." 
  


